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The People's Republic of China (PRC) market for
imports of bioresearch analytical instruments is
undergoing a significant change. Domestic manufacturers
cooperating with foreign partners are producing
instruments of acceptable quality to substitute for
imports.
Beckman Instruments Inc. has been selling
bioresearch analytical instruments to the PRC for 10
years, and is the market leader of laboratory centrifuge
instruments in both the PRC and the world. The company
is optimistic about the long term economic potential and
is evaluating the option of establishing a joint venture
(JV) for the manufacture of laboratory centrifuge
instruments in China.
A successful joint venture may result in long
term benefits for both the PRC and Beckman Instruments
Inc., and position the Hong Kong office strategically for
the return of Hong Kong to China in 1997.
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate JV
feasibility by estimating market size, investigating the
cooperative manufacturing trend, projecting Beckman
business volume, proposing the organizational structure,
studying relevant tax, discussing the balance of hard
currency, and running a simple return on investment
analysis.
A business plan and an implementation schedule
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This chapter will describe the background
information of the company, product lines, and
cooperative manufacturing developments, discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of manufacturing in the PRC,
and explain the purpose of this report.
Company Background
Beckman Instruments Incorporation
Beckman Instruments Inc., (BII) is the world
leading manufacturer of diagnostic and analytical
instruments, with 1988 sales of US$800M, and employees of
7,300. The company was part of SmithKline Beckman
Corporation- a pharmaceutical, instrumentation, eye care
and testing laboratory organization. On November 1988,
BII became a public company with thirty million shares,
which represents 17 percent of capital, listed in New
York Stock Exchange, and the remaining 83 percent held by
SmithKline Beckman Inc. Beckman has two separate
business groups, Diagnostic System Group (DSG) and
Bioanalytical System Group (BSG), with headquarter in
California USA, and subsidiaries throughtout the world.
Beckman Instruments
(Asia Pacific Sales and Service Organization)
Honq Kong is the regional office for Asia
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Pacific Sales and Service organization, covering China,
Taiwan, Korea, and South East Asia. Asia Pacific
region has a turnover of around US$30M in 1989. Each
business group has a regional manager, with separate
sales, marketing and service team. BSG regional manager
reports to Director, Pacific operations, based in
California, and DSG regional manager reports to Director,
Asia Region, based in Japan.
The China Operation
Beckman Instruments has been doing business with China
for 10 years, and enjoys a good reputation. Beckman
covers China from the Hong Kong office, with separate
team of sales engineers, service engineers and product
specialists, staffed mainly by Hong Kong-nationals, for
each business group. Main customers are hospitals,
universities, research institutes, and the pharmaceutical
industries. 1988 turnover was more than US 10M, with two
third from BSG, and one third from DSG. BSG is taking
the lead in negotiating a JV for manufacture.
Typically, a sale engineer will call and sell to
the end user, who, if interested, will contact the
Foreign Trade Corporation to negotiate the contract with
Beckman. Once the contract is signed, and the instrument
is delivered, the Hong Kong service engineer, or the PRC
engineer from local service centre, will install and
service the instrument. When the installation is
completed, the end user instructs the Foreign Trade
Corporation to pay Beckman in hard currency. Application
and operation supports will be provided by the regional
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product specialists in Hong Kong and the PRC scientists
from local application centres.
Beckman has a liaison office in Beijing, and in
cooperation with different PRC organization, has set up
service centres and application centres in Beijing,
Tianjin, Shanghai, Chengdu, Dalian, Guangzhou and Urumqi.
Product Line Background
General Information
Beckman produces a wide range of instruments.
DSG has a range of laboratory instruments for hospitals,
and BSG has a range of analytical instruments for
research laboratories and pharmaceutical industries. As
import substitution development impacts mostly on BSG
product range, BSG is taking the leading role in JV
negotiation. This study will focus primarily on BSG
business. The key products for BSG are Laboratory
Centrifuges, Spectrophotometers, High Pressure Liquid
Chromatography, Liquid Scintillation Counters and
Automated Chemistry Analysers. They are mostly used to
handle, separate, detect, and measure minute volume of
biological sample in Genetics, Biotechnology,
Bioresearch, and Drug studies.
Description of Centrifuge
A centrifuge consists of the following
components- the motor, the drive system, the rotor, and
the protective housing. The motor provides the power to
spin the drive system at very high speed. The rotor,
YAC+1na on top of the drive system, has cavities where
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tubes holding the sample are placed. As the rotor is
being spun, a centrifugal force is developed inside the
rotor in relation to the speed and the distance from the
centre of revolution. The particle is being displaced by
the centrifugal force, and travels depending on its
weight and sedimentation coefficient. By selecting the
appropriate speed of revolution, the density of solution,
and different separation methods, you can isolate the
desired particles.
Different Types of Centrifuge
Centrifuges have two characteristics- speed and
volume. The speed can differentiate into Ultra- at
above 35,000 revolution per minute (rpm) High Speed- at
above 10,000 rpm and Low Speed- below 10,000 rpm. The
volume can differentiate into large volume- usually
floor standing, and small volume- mostly table top.
Beckman manufactures a full range of
centrifuges, with the following models for each category:
Ultracentrifuge, large volume- L8, L7
Ultracentrifuge, small volume- TL100, Airfuge
High Speed Centrifuge, large volume- J2
Low Speed Centrifuge, large colume- J6
r.t-,w gnPPa centrifuge, small volume- GP, TJ6
Typical Application of Centrifuge
Centrifuge is mainly used to separate a
biological sample. Low speed centrifuges are typically
found in blood banks to separate donor's blood into
different constituents. High Speed Centrifuges are
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usually found in research institutes doing biological
research, to separate plant or animal cells into
different constituents. Ultracentrifuges are usually
found in research institutes doing genetics and
biotechnology research, to separate DNA or proteins for
further study.
Competition
While many local manufacturers in China can
produce low speed centrifuges, only a few companies in
the world possess the necessary resources and technology
to produce the full range of centrifuges, especially
ultracentrifuges. Beckman is the world leader in
centrifugation, with the following companies identified
as competitors.
Hitachi- Price is their main competitive advantage.
Hitachi is strong in Asia.
DuPont/ Sorval- They produce good quality high speed
centrifuge, with a good market position in America.
Kontron- A strong European manufacturer which tries to
establish itself in Asia.
Critical Market Trend in the PRC
rn-operative Manufacturing
Development
.The Chinese government encourages local
factories to cooperate with foreign manufacturers to
upgrade their technology and earn hard currency.
Relevant to the instrumentation industry, these
cooperation deals can be in the forms ofl:
61. Processing Trade- It consists of the processing
and assemblying of supplied parts and components.
e.g. Semi Knock Down (SKD) and Complete Knock Down
(CKD).
2. Compensation Trade- The foreign investor supplies
production equipments, technology, and possibly
technical personnel. e.g. Technical Trasnfer
(TT). He is repaid in cash or other consideration.
3. The Contractual Joint Venture- Under contractual
joint venture, the Chinese partner provides land,
labor, building, and natural resources, and the
foreign partner provides technology, key
equipments, and cash. The liabilities, rights and
obligations are governed by the contracts signed by_
the partners.
4. The Equity Joint Venture- It is a limited
liability corporation with the status of a legal
entity. The foreign partner contributes technology,
equipments, and cash, in return of equity shares of
the corporation.
In equity joint venture, profits will be
distributed according to equity shares. In
contractual joint venture, it is distributed
according to the conditions stipulated in the con
tract.
5. The wholly owned foreign subsidary- It is a 100
nimrcP_nt foreign owned company in China.
1China's Special Economic zones: rvl1`1C,
Problems and Prospects JAO, Y.C., and LEUNG, C.K., Hong
Kong: Oxofrd University Press, 1986
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Sianif icance
The Chinese users must purchase from these
manufacturers, provided their instruments meet technical
and price requirements. A foreign company will find it
extremely difficult to export the instrument to China if
a similar instrument is manufactured in China. All
imported instruments have to obtain a Not Available in
China license. China plans to produce centrifuges,
spectrophotometers and High Performance Liquid
Chromatographs by the year 19952. Once these productions
are available, market for all foreign instrumentation
manufacturers will be drastically reduced.
Beckman Involvement
In 1985, Beckman started the negotiation with
the Shanghai Centrifuge Institute for Semi Knock Down
contracts of J2 and J6 centrifuges. Subsequently, SKD
contracts were signed in 1986, 1987 and 1988, with over
one hundred units of J2 and J6 centrifuges assembled in
Shanghai.
Shanghai Centrifuge Institute purchases these
SKD units in hard currency and resells the assembled
instruments to domestic users in local currency.
The market for Beckman has been expanded,
because end users without hard currency can purchase the
instrument in local currency. In addition, some
potential customers with hard currency would be willing
2Interview, Wang, Shu-Tak, State Commission vi
Science and Technology PRC.
8to buy the assembled units, provided the quality is
acceptable, because they can save hard currency for other
purchases.
Manufacture in the PRC
The impact of cooperative manufacture on the
market is dramatic.
Customers will buy these cooperative
manufactured products because of government pressure and
the attraction of paying in local currency. To remain a
key supplier to the market, the foreign company has to
consider seriously setting up manufacturing operation in
China.
Advantages and Disadvantages for Beckman
to invest in manufacture in China
Advantages
1. To increase market share by gaining access to iwLu
hard currency and local currency markets, and
obtaining administrative preference.
2. To increase profit by increasing sales and
controlling cost.
3. To have a strong presence in an increasingly
significant economy.
4. To become more competitive in manufacturing
instruments because of low cost components and
resources, and increased capacity.
Disadvantages
1. The investment risk.
The risk of losing proprietary technology to a
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future competitor.
3. Difficulty of maintaining quality at Beckman
standards.
Advantages and Disadvantages from China perspective
Advantages-
1. Acquisition of technology, investment, and
management technique.
2. The contribution of tax, hard currency, and
employment.
Disadvantages-
1. The restriction of market available to other
foreign manufacturers may lead to trade problem.
2. The loss of control in the factory management.
Scope and Purpose of the Paper
Responding to the changing market force of local
manufacturing requirement, Beckman is evaluating the
posibility of establishing an equity joint venture to
manufacture centrifuges in China.
The purpose of this report is to propose a




RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY
This chapter will detail the specific research
objectives and their significance to the preliminary
study. As most of the information are very specific and
unavailable in any published form, the report relies on
personal interviews to gather the data. The interview
subjects will be explained to add more authority and
credibility to the data obtained.
Research Objectives
In order to determine the feasibility of the JV
manufacture, we shall start by estimating the market size
and market share, quantifying the impacts of cooperative
manufacturing, projecting Beckman business volume in
2000, proposing the organizational structure, studying
the tax impacts, discussing opportunities to balancing
the hard currency, and completing a simple financial
nnnlvcc fnr JV investment.
Market Size
Market size will affect the business volume of
the firm. The research will try to estimate the market
size of bioresearch analytical instruments and
centrifuges in the PRC for 1989 and 2000.
Cooperative Manufacturing
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Cooperative manufacturing impacts significantly
market size of analytical instruments. The research will
try to quantify its impacts, by finding the total dollars
of cooperative contracts in past the 5 years, and
expressing cooperative manufacturing contracts in the
context of 1989 and 2000 potential market.
Projected Beckman Business Volume in 2000
Market size and market share will give the sales
volume of the JV organization. The research will try to
estimate the different business volumes of Beckman
Instruments in 2000, assuming Beckman operates with or
without a JV.
Beckman JV Organization Plan
A proper organization structure will facilitate
the operation and future growth of the business. The
organizational structure of the JV will be proposed, by
considering Beckman and the PRC requirements, and the
prospective Chinese partners.
Taxation Plan
The Section will research on various state,
provincial, and municipal tax laws to estimate the tax
incentives and liabilities of the JV.
Balance of Hard Currency
The JV shall balance its hard currency needs
with its ability to generate hard currency. The success
of the JV depends a lot of the balance of hard currency.
m rorr will conduct research the JV hard currency
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needs and sources, and discuss possible solutions to the
requirement.
Financial Plan
The financial analysis and statements provide an
impartial evaluation to the investment. The report will
run a simple return on investment analysis for the
Beckman JV.
Based on the above research and analysis, the
report will develop a business plan of the JV operation,
including business charter, market size and Beckman
sales, organizational plan, marketing and sales plan,
service and support plan, manufacturing plan, staffing
and training plan, and implementation schedule.
Research Methodolog
Interviews
More than 30 personal interviews and meetings
with the PRC officials and the management of local
factories, JV's, and Beckman Instruments, were conducted
from March 1988 to April 1989. The interview subjects
include:
1. Instruments Bureau, Ministry of Machinery and
Electronics Industry PRC- The Bureau is
responsible for the planning and supervision of all
instrument factories in China.
2. Department of Machinery and Electronic Industry,
Hunan Province- its responsibilities are the same
as (1), but for Hunan Province only.
3. Department of Machinery and Electronic Industry,
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Shanghai Municipal- its functions are the same as
(1), but for Shanghai Municipal only.
4. State Commission of Science and Technology, PRC-
The Commission is responsible for the direction and
supervision of major scientific and technological
projects and development in China.
5. Commission of Science and Technology, Shanghai
Municipal- same as above, but responsible for
Shanghai Municipal only.
6. Department of Foreign Capital Utilization, State
Planning Commission, PRC- The Department is
responsible to source, utilize, and supervise all
foreign government and financial institution loans,
grants or investment in PRC.
7. Planning Commission, Shanghai Municipal- same as
above, but responsible for Shanghai Municipal only.
8. Planning Commission, Changsha city- same as above,
but responsible for Changsha city only.
9. Foreign Investment Administration, Ministry of
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, PRC- The
Ministry is responsible for the approval of all JV
projects in China.
10. Foreign Economic Relations and Trade Commission,
Shanghai Municipal- same as above, but responsible
for Shanghai Municiple only.
11. Foreign Economic Relations and Trade Commission,
Hunan Province- same as above, but responsible for
Hunan Province only.
12.' Foreign Economic Relations and Trade Commission,
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Changsha City- same as above, but responsible for
Changsha city only.
13. Foreign Taxation Branch, Beijing Taxation Bureau-
The Bureau is responsible for the taxation of all
foreign representative offices, joint ventures, and
foreign employees in Beiing.
14. China International Trust and Investment
Corporation (CITIC)- CITIC can recommend
prospective Chinese partners for JV.
15. Tianjin SmithKline French Labs. Ltd.- A
pharmaceutical JV in Tianjin by SmithKline French
Labs. Ltd.
16. China Hewlett Packard- A computer and testing
equipments JV in Beijing by Hewelett Packard Ltd.
17. Sino-American Shanghai: Squibb Pharmaceutical Ltd.
- A pharmaceutical JV in Shanghai by Squibb Ltd.
18. Shanghai Foxboro Ltd.- A process control
equipments JV in Shanghai by Foxboro Ltd.
19. Shanghai Centrifuge Institute- A prospective
Chinese partner in Shanghai for the centrifuge JV,
supported by Shanghai Municipal.
20. Xiangxi Instrument and Meter Plant- A prospective
Chinese partner in Changsha for the centrifuge JV,
supported by Ministry of Machinery and Electronic
Industry, Hunan province, and Changsha city.
21. Beijing Analytical Instruments Factory- A large
factory in Beijing producing analytical
instruments.




To understand the basic framework about JV in
China, the author has researched the following
publications and literatures for information:
1. Business China- A biweekly publication by Business
International highlighting the major issue in China
trade.
2. Medical China- A monthly publication by
McGraw-Hill focusing on the Chinese Medical
Industry.
3. China Hand, Investing, Licensing, and Trading
conditions in the PRC- A China trade guide book by
Business International Hong Kong.
4. Guide to Joint Equity Venture- A JV guide book by
Economic Daily, Beijing focusing on the law and
legal aspects of JV.
5. The Success Stories of Investment in China- A book
by Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and
Trade, PRC on 51 success stories of JV in China.
6. Guide to Investment in Hunan- An introductory book
on investment in Hunan by Foreign Economic




This chapter will discuss the findings of
preliminary study in the following sections: Market
Size, Co-operative manufacturing, Beckman Business
Volume, JV organizational plan, Taxation plan, Balance of
Hard Currency, Financial plan, and Conclusions.
Market Size
This section aims at estimating the potential
size of the PRC analytical instruments market used in
bioresearch fields (i.e. bioanalytical instruments), with
special focus on centrifuges, in 1989 and 2000.
Research Method and Assumptions
The research method is based on interviews with
State Commission of Science and Technology, Shanghai
Centrifuge Institute, Xiangxi Instruments and Meters
Plant, PRC, and Beckman management. State Commission has
completed a survey project on the projected market size
of the PRC analytical instruments in 2000. The survey
took two years to complete and is the only _market
research of its type on a national scale.
The market size is further divided into Total
Available Market (TAM) and Servicable Available Market
(SAM).
TAM is defined as the total value of Beckman
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type instruments purchased for the year, which include
imports (customer pays in hard currency) and local
production (customer pays in local currency).
SAM is definded as the portion of market which
Beckman is able to serve, i.e. the imports section of
TAM.
The Chinese economy is expected to grow at an
average 7 percent per year from 1989- 20001, and the
analytical instruments market will grow at 10 percent per
year in the same period2. However, I assume the
bioanalytical market in the PRC will grow at 7 percent
from 1989- 2000, based on my past experience in the PRC
market. By the year 2000, there will be JV's producing
or assemblying centrifuges, spectrophotometers, and
liquid chromatographs. The PRC will be importing only
the top range of instruments.
The PRC Bioanalytical Instruments Market Size
The market size data are organized in the
following Tables- by major instruments in 1989, and
2 0 0 0, and by different types of centrifuges in 1989, and
2000.
For bioanalytical instruments, TAM is projected
to grow from US$50M in 1989 to US$94M in 2000, but SAM
will decrease from US$33M (66 percent of TAM) in 1989 to
US$24M (25 percent of TAM) in 2000.
1WEI, Zhong-huan, State Planning Commission,
PRC. Interview, 16 March 1989.
2WANG, Shun-Chang and GAO, Yan, State Commission
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aPRC has no major factory manufacturing
Molecular Structure instruments, so most of the
instruments have to be imported.
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THE PRC BIOANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTS
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For centrifuges t TAM is expectea to grow cut
US$14M in 1989 to US$20M in 2000, SAM will decrease from
US$8M (57 percent of TAM) in 1989 to US$5M (25 percent of
TAM) in 2000.
The overall market for bioanalytical instruments
and centrifuges will keep on growing, but the import
section of the markets will shrink from 57 percent to 25
percent. The local manufacturer will be capturing a
significant share of the market from 36 percent to 75
percent, because of the Chinese government policy of
cooperative manufacturing.
Cooperative Manufacturing
As explained in Chapter I, cooperative
manufacturing can be in the form of Semi Knock Down
(SKD)-, complete Knock Down (CKD), Technology Transfer
(TT),and Joint Venture (JV),China encourages local
25
















factory to enter into cooperative manufacturing with
foreign partners to upgrade the technology and earn hard
currency through export. In the eighth five-year plan
(1991-1995), China plans to produce centrifuges,
spectrophotometers, and chromatograph instruments
locally, and satisfies most of the domestic
requirements3.
This section will try to quantify the impacts of
cooperative manufacturing to the PRC bioanalytical
instruments market, by listing the major contracts signed
from 1985- 1989, estimating the percentage of
cooperative manufacturing segment in the 1989 market
potential (TAM), and projecting its percentage in the
2000 market potentil.
Research Method and Assumption
The following data was obtained from the
interviews listed in the appendix section, and my
personal contacts with the industry.
I assume the total market potential (TAM) in
1989 can be divided into 3 segments: imports (SAM),
local factories who have cooperative manufacturing
ventures, and the remaining local factories. In 2000,
TAM will only be divided into 2 segments- imports
(SAM).and the local production.
Cooperative Manufacturing Contracts impacts
cinnP 1986, PRC government is putting a lot of
3WANG, Shun-Chang, and GUO, Yan, SLaLe
Commission of Science and Technology, PRC. Interview 16
March 1989.
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emphasis and resources in cooperative manufacturing.
This segment has grown to US$10M, or 18 percent of TAM,
in 1989 (see table 6). It has the greatest impacts on
spectrophotometers, taking one-third of the market. At
present, all imports of spectrophotometers have to obtain
a not Available in China license from Beijing.
By 2000, most of the bioanalytical instruments
market will be taken by cooperative manufacturing
products. There will be JV's in centrifuges,
spectrophotometers, liquid chromatographs, and counters.
All these instruments will be under import license
control, so the cooperative manufacturing segment will
expand from US$10M (18 percent of TAM) in 1989, to US$70M




CONCLUDED FROM 1985- 1989
ContractStatus/InstrumentsInternational (USS)Units(T 1ctnrv l) TypeCompany
1.5M120 unitsSKDHigh Speed and Low Speed CentrifugeBeckman
(Shanghai Centrifuge Institute)
1 or 2MNegotiatingivCentrifuge (Xiangxi Instrumentation
Factory)
1.5k30 unitsTTHitachi Ultracentrifuge (Tumen
Instrumentation Factory)
1 or 2MPendingivCentrifuge (Xiangxi Instrumentation
Factory)






2M120 unitsTTLiquid Chromatograph (BeijingVarian
Analytical Factory)
Not knownNot knownTZGas Chromatograph (Beijing
Analytical Factory)
Not knownNegotiationilyLiquid Chromatograph (FushanWaters
Analytical Factory
Not knownNegotiationJiIntegrator (HP Shenzhen Factory)HP
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TABLE 6
PERCENTAGE OF COOPERATIVE MANUFACTURING SEGMENT
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Projected Beckman Business Volume in 2000 (Projected)
Facing the impacts of cooperative manufacturing,
Beckman Instruments can respond by modifying its China
business in three possible ways-
1. Invest in a JV manufacture to compete in both the
import and cooperative manufacturing segments ie.
TAM.
2. Operate in the present status without a JV, and
compete in the import segment ie. SAM.
3. Reduce its operation by not investing in a JV and
appoint a dealer to handle the business. ie. Compete
in import segment, ie. SAM.
This section will try to estimate Beckman
business volume in 2000 under these three alternatives.
I assume that in 2000, China will have JV's in
centrifuges, spectrophotometers, liquid chromatograph and
counters, and be self sufficient for most of the
bioanalytical instruments requirements.
By 2000, I project Beckman will have a sales
volume of US$30M operating in a JV environment, US$10M
operating with the present organization status, and US$6M
operating through a dealer representation.
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TABE f3
PROJECTED BECKMAN BUSINESS VOLUME IN 2000
NO JVrya
DEALERPRESENT STATUS
TAMb SAM' BECKMAN SAMd BECKMAN SAMd BECKMAN
15302030150 150 90Ultracentrifuges
15502050250350 350High Speed Centrifuges
10602560240400 400Low Speed Centrifuges
106015602001000 1000Table Top Centrifuges
Spectrophotometers 1400 1400 40 100100 100 30
Liquid Chromatographs 1700 1700 70 200200 200 20
Molecular Structure 100 100 25 7540 75 15
Instruments
Gamma and Beta Counters 200 200 100 35 5050 25
400 L000pH Meters 5000 5000 500 L000 400
Total Business US$
10 24 62494 94 30(Million)
aBeckman will have a JV manufacturing
centrifuge.
bTam units are from TABEL 2 and TABLE 4.
cSince JV can compete in both import and local
production segments so SAM equals TAM.
dForeign manufacturers without JV can only










TAM JV NO JV DEALER
TAMBECKMANSAM
Figure 5
BUSINESS VOLUME IN 2000
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Beckman JV Organization Plan
This section tries to recommend an organization
structure for Beckman JV, by considering requirements
from Beckman and China.
Requirements of Beckman
1. Beckman intends to set up a business entity in
China, with sales, service, distribution and
manufacturing functions.
2. Beckman shall enter into equity joint venture with
selected Chinese partners to utilize their
expertises on certain activities. i.e.
manufacturing.
3. The organization shall be flexible, as it will be
the vehicle which accomodates all future Beckman
activities.
4. Beckman shall have management control to ensure the
organization operate with the Beckman culture.
5. Beckman shall have direct control over the sales
Ana service activities.
Requirements of China
1. China will only approve wholly owned foreign
companies and JV's in manufacturing or export
business.
2. Wholly owned or JV companies can only distribute
products that are manufactured by the JV.
3. The chairman of the Board of Directors for any JV
has to be selected by the Chinese partner.
Recommend Organization 5tructu C
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I recommend establishing two equity joint
ventures- Beckman China and centrifuge manufacturing.
Beckman China (BIPRC) will be the holding company of all
Beckman activities. BIPRC will form a JV with Chinese
organizations to manufacture centrifuges, and have sales,
service, marketing, and administration directly under it
to handle the corresponding activities. Beckman will
have a 80 to 90 percent equity holding in BIPRC, which in
turn will have a 50 to 60 percent equity in manufacturing
JV. BIPRC will be registered and located in Beijing
while the manufacturing JV will be registered and located
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CHINESE PARTNERS
Considering Chinese and Beckman requirements,
the following Chinese organizations are the prospective
partners for the Beckman JV.
1. Instrument Bureau, Ministry of Machinery and
Electronics Industry, PRC- The Bureau is
responsible for the planning and supervision of all
instrument factories, and has the financial, sale
material, market, and political powers to influence
the success of the JV.
2. State Commission of Science and Technology, PRC-
The Commission is responsible for the overall
direction and supervision of major scientific and
technological projects,- and has the financial,
market, and political powers to influence the
success of the JV.
3. Xiangxi Instrument and Meter Plant, Hunan Province
- The Plant is the PRC national production base for
laboratory centrifuges. It employs 2,450 people,
and produces centrifuges, balances, micromotors and
sensors. Its 89 sale are US$7,000,000, and profits
are US$1,000,000. it can contribute local
production experience to the JV.
Taxation Plan
This section aims to discuss the different types
of taxes and tax incentives applicable to JV's. The PRC
taxation laws and regulations are fairly clear and




Interview with Beijing Tax Bureau and researches
on publications, particularly "China Hand- Investing,
Licensing, and Trade Conditions in the People's Republic
of China" Business International, helped gather the
following information.
Different Types of Taxes Payable by a JV
Four important taxes affect all foreign firms
Dperating in China, they are Foreign Enterprise Income
Tax (FEIT), Industrial and Commercial Consolidated Tax
(ICCT), Joint Venture Income Tax (JVIT), and Industrial
Income Tax (IIT). FELT relates to almost all types of
foreign business in China (except Joint Venture)4, so it
will not be discussed in this report.
Industrial and Commercial Consolidated Tax
ICCT is levied at each stage of the production
cycle as the item moves from organization to
organizations. Its rate varies according to different
types of products and processes. As far as Beckman is
concerned, the applicable rate may be the following:
1. Materials and components imports for production have
a ICCT rate of 20-30 percent on invoice price.
2. Semi-finished goods for production moving from one
company to another company have a ICCT rate of 5
percent on invoice price.
3. At the retail level, a ICCT rate of 3 percent of the
retail price will be levied.
4China Hand- Investing, Licensing, and lrauiiiy
conditions in the PRC. Business International 1988.
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4. For agency commission, a ICCT rate of 7 percent of
commission amount will be levied.
Joint Venture Income Tax
It is taxed on the income of JV, and its
effective rates are:
1. For income under RMB 250,000, 20 percent
2. For income between RMB 250,000- 25 percent
50,000
3. For income between RMB 500,000- 30 percent
750,000
4. For income between RMB 750,000- 35 percent
1,000,000,
5. For income above RMB 1 million, 40 percent
A local surcharge of 10 percent on the assessed
income tax will be levied by local government
Individual Income Tax
6For a JV employee, the following categories of
income are taxable.
1. Base salary
2. Bonus, Incentive, and commission
3. Payment by employer for the employee tax liability
4. Per diem allowances.
However, the housing and home leave allowance are
excluded.-
Miscellaneous other Taxes
Miscellaneous taxes like Real Estate Tax, City
Maintenance Tax, Tax for the use of License Plates for
6China Hand- Investing, Licensing and Trading
Conditions in the PRC, Business International, 1988
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Vehicles and Vessels, and Customer Duty will also be
applicable to Beckman JV.
TABLE 10
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RATES FOR
FOREIGNERS WORKING IN CHINA










Source: Taxes China Hand- Investing,
Licensing and Trading Conditions in the PRC, 1988. P.
VIII-8
TAX INCENTIVES
China has offered certain tax incentives to
attract foreign investment, and the following incentives
are applicable to Beckman Instruments JV.
(1) Tax Holidays-
For. a JV scheduling to operate for a period of 10
years or more, it can have full exemption on JVIT
for two years starting with the first profit-making




Full tax refunds on profits reinvested in the
enterprise for at least five years.
(3) Tax Loss-
The approved loss of JV can be carried forward for
five years to offset the subsequent taxable income.
(4) Profits Remittance Tax-
A JV can be exempted for profits remitted abroad.
(5) JV enjoying high technology status-
The above JV can have a three year extention of the
50 percent reduction in JVIT, i.e. full exemption
for the first two years, 50 percent reduction for
three years, and 50 percent reduction for another
three years. The local 10 percent surchearge on
JVIT can also be waived by the local government.
Other issues
Tax matters are handled by the General Tax
Bureau7, and the accounts of any JV has to be audited by
the Chinese Certified Public Accountant.
Tax Treaty exists between China and USA, royalty
withholding tax is reduced to 10 percent instead of 20
percent, and dividend remittance tax is waived.
Balance of Hard Currency
JV in China must generate sufficient hard
-.urrency through exports to balance its own hard currency
requirements in production, administration and profit
repatriation. The PRC government will only approve JV
7China Hand- Investing, Licensing and Trading
Conditions in the PRC, 1988.P. VIII-8
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application if the JV can balance the hard currency. In
most instances, how well a JV can solve this issue
determines how successful the JV can operate.
In the following analysis, I assume the hard
currency needs for equipments and other fixed assets
purchases will be financed by initial capitalization
process. Balance of hard currency is required for the
subsequent operation of the JV.
Hard Currency Needs and Assumptions
Beckman China JV will need hard currency to
finance she following operational expenditures.
1. Components and parts for production-
The centrifuge JV will need to import components
and parts from Beckman Instruments Inc. USA for
production. The initial production will start with
Semi Knock Down assembly, then Complete Knock Down
assembly, and increase the local content as it
progress. I assume the hard currency needs of
production, which can be computed by JV products
sales, costs, and local content percentage, as
listed in TABLE 11 in the following page.
2. Expatriate Costs-
The JV will need to be staffed by Hong Kong and US
expatriates to manage the operation efficiently.
All their costs in salary, bonus, home leave, and
other allowances have to be paid in hard currency.
Initially, most of the senior management and some
of the staffs have to be expatriates. The number
will be reduced as more local staffs are trained to
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take up the responsibilities. I assume the nary
currency need of expatriate cost as listed in TABLE
11 in the following page.
3. Beckman Hong Kong Office-
Beckman will maintain an office in Hong Kong to
handle some Chinese support activities, like
administration, finance and other facilities.
These expenses have to be paid in US currency.
4. Others-
The JV will need hard currency to pay for other
activities such as training, sales supports, and
profit repatriation etc.
I assume a flat percentage of sales to approximate
this hard currency needs.
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TABLE 11
PROJECTED JV HARD CURRENCY NEEDS
FROM 1990- 1995. ant 201)0 (LTSs)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 2000
Total Salesa 9M 1014 11.3M 13M 15.5M 18M 30M
JV manufactured 0.814 1M 1.8M 3M 4.5M 614 12M
productsb
8.2M 9M 9.5M 1014 1114 12MUS made products 18M
Production-
ex-factory cost as 70M 70 65 60 55 50 50
percentage of salec
ex-factory cost 0.56M 0.7M 1.2M 1.8M 2.5M 3M 6M
40Local content as 0 5 15 25 30 35
percentage of cost
60100 95 85 75 70 65Import component as
percentage of costd
0.56M 0.67M 1M 1.35M 1.8M 2M 3.6MImport components
US$ needse
Expatriates-
14 14 12 12 10 10 14Numberf
0.160M0.114 0.10514 0.1114 0.11614 0.12114 0.12714Cost per head Expatriates
2.24M1.40M 1.47M 1.32M 1.39M 1.21M 1.27MUS$ needs
0.5M 0.5M 0.5M 0.5M 0.4M 0.4M 0.5MHong Kong Officeg
1.5M0.45M 0.5M 0.57M 0.65M 0.77M 0.9MOthersh
7, 84M2.9 114 3,14M 3.39M 891 4.18M 4,5.714Total Hard Currency needs
aBeckman China JV sales figure assumed.
bjV will produce low speed and high speed
centrifuges.
cThe percentage of ex-factory cost to sales will
decrease as the factory is getting efficient, and remain
in 50 percent.
dThe first two years production are mainly SKD
and CKD, more local source of components will be added
and will remain in 50 percent.
deExfactory cost multiplied by
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f It includes four expatriates for centrifuge
manufacturing JV, four for sales/marketing department,
two for engineers, two for personnel. One for
accounting, and one for general management. After two
years, two expatriates, positions for centrifuge JV and
marketing/sales department will be replaced with local
staffs, and similar arrangement will be for the next two
years. In 2000, business expands and requires more
expatriate staffs.
gIt is fixed at five percent of total sales.
i e+ expatriate cost+ g.
Hard Currency Sources and Assumptions
Beckman JV can obtain hard currency through the
following sources:
1. Chinese government supports- Beckman JV
contributes to the much needed investment,
technology, tax, training and management in the
high technology industry for China, and can request
hard currency assistance from Ministry of Machinery
and Electronics, PRC, State Commission of Science
and Technology, PRC, Hunan Provincial Government,
and Changsha City Government.
2. Import Substitution- JV produces instruments which
China needs to import, and can sell them to the end
users in hard currency to substitute imports.
3. Commission- As JV represents Beckman Instruments
Inc. in selling, servicing, and supporting
customers, JV will be paid in hard currency as
commission.
3. World Bank Loan- China uses loan from World Bank
and other financial institutions to finance its
projects. The JV can bid for these project
purchases and be paid in hard currency.
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4. Aluminium rotor export- JV can produce good
quality aluminium rotors and export to other
countries to obtain hard currency.
5. Other exports- As JV progress, it can evaluate
other export options like titanium alloy for use in
rotor, and local sourcing of components etc.
TABLE 12
PROJECTED JV HARD CURRENCY SOURCES
FROM 1990- 1995, and 2000 (US$)
20001990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
30M15.5M 18M11.3M 13Ml0M9MTotal Salesa
12M4.5M 6M1.8M 3M0.8M 1MJV Manufactured
products
18M12M11M9.5M 10M8.2M 9MUS made products
4.5M3M2.05M 2.25M 2.38M 2.5M 2.75MCommissionb
3.5M0.94M 1.5M0.25M 0.25M 0.3M 0.6MImport Subsitutionc
1M0.4M 0.4M0.2M 0.2M 0.3M 0.3MWorld Bank Loand
2M1.2M0.2M 0.5M 0.8M 1MAlluminium Rotor exporte
1M0.2M 0.2M 0.3M 0.3MOther exportsf
11M4.4M 5.4M 6.4M2.5M 2.9M 3.68MHard Currency Income
beofre government subsidy
aSame as TABLE 11.
bCommission is calculated as 25 percent of the
US made products sales.
cI estimate 40 percent of the normal sales to
Chinese and users can collect hard currency.
d, e, f, assumption.
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Matching the Inf low and Outlfow of
Hard Currency for 1990-1995 and 2000
I am combining TABLE 11 and TABLE 12 to
determine the extent of currency deficits, and hence the
PRC government supports, in the initial years. The hard
currency situation in 2000 is projected, when The JV is
operating in a mature status.
TABLE 13
PROJECTED JV HARD CURRENCY DEFICITS AND SUPPLUS
IN 1990-1995, AND 2000 (IN US$)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 2000
7.84M3.39M 3.89M 4.18M 4.57M-3.14M2.91MHard
Currency
Needsa
l1M3.68M 4.4M 5.4M 6.4M2.9M2.5MHard
Currency
Suppliesb
3.16M(0_24M) 0.29M 0.51M 1.22M 1.83M(0.41MSurplus
(deficits)
aTABLE 11 last row.



















The purpose is to run a preliminary financial
analysis for Beckman China operation. Beckman China
operation will consist of two JV's. The BIPRC JV is
essentially a sales and service organization, and the
Centrifuge Manufacturing JV is a manufacturing unit. I
assume the financial emphasis on BIPRC as a sales and
service organization is on the business volume, and the
manufacturing JV is on the return on investment. As
elaborated in Table 8. BIPRC will increase the business
volume from US 10 million to US 30 million in 2000, which
is a significant increase. The financial analysis for




RETURN ON INVESTMENT ANALYSIS FOR CENTRIFUGE JV
IN US$ '000
US$
2,000Total investment in capital tools and equipmentsa
17,100Total sales of JV products from 1990- 1995b
9,405Total cost of salesc
7,695Total profit for six year (1990- 1995)
1,283Annual Profit
Amortization







bTable 12 second row.
cAssumption.
dExpatriate management (four expatriates at a
cost of US 110,000 each per annum) is not included the
cost of sales estimation.
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Conclusion
The PRC market of Bioanalytical Instruments is
undergoing a significant change. Cooperative
manufacturing production will grow from 18 percent of the
market in 1989 to 75 percent in 2000 (Table 6 and 7).
The Beckman China JV will grow from US$10 million to
US$32 million in the year 2000 (Table 8). The hard
currency will be balanced in the third year (Table 13).
The return on investment analysis indicates a 25 percent
return for the Centrifuge JV. The preliminary study
shows the China project is likely to be profitable for
Beckman.
The following chapter will suggest a business




From the preliminary study on Chapter III, the
Beckman China JV can increase the market share and
profitability, and position Beckman strategically for
future growth in China. This chapter attempts to develop
the business plan for the JV.
,ompany Chatez
To maximize Beckman market share and
profitability, and strengthen its leadership position in
China through a JV with manufacturing, selling,
servicing, and distribution activities.
The JV will increase sales and profitability by
distributing all Beckman products, improving sales and
support, hiring and training local employees, staying
close to cutomers, and gaining access to the local
currency (RMB) market.
The JV will strengthen the leadership position
in centrifugation business by manufacturing selected
models, selling to the local currency market through
cooperative manufacturing and to the hard currency market
through import substitution, and exporting components
where profitable opportunities exist.
The JV will balance the hard currency by
representing Beckman Instruments as agent, obtaining
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import substitution status, capturing a big proportion of
World Bank Loan Tender Business, exporting and seeking
Chinese government support.
MARKET SIZE AND BECKMAN JV SALES
The size of the analytical instruments market in
China will likely grow at 10 percent per annum and for
the bioanalytical instruments sector, a lower rate of 7
percent is assumed. The total market size (TAM) can be
divided into imports (SAM), cooperative manufacturing
(JV), and local production in 1989. By 1995, cooperative
manufacturing and local production will be combined into
a single segment, because both of them will be transacted
in local currency, and most of the local factories able
to compete will have already entered into cooperative
manufacturing arrangements.
Beckman sales increase from US dollar eight
million in 1989 to 18 million in 1995, while keeping the
same market share. In 2000, sales will increase to US
dollar 30 million, with a market share of 32 percent.
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TABLE 15
PROJECTED BECKMAN MARKET SIZE, MARKET SHARE
AND SALES IN CHINA
1989, 1995 AND 2000
2000199°1989
US$US$US$








601867121008US products 309254.5JV products(domestic) 101.5 38JV products
(export) 7S 3224
MARKET SHAREe
aFrom TABLE 1 and TABLE 6.
bAssumption
CFrom TABLE 2 and TABLE 7
dFrom TABLE 11
eIn 1989, sale is divided by SAM, while in 1995













1995 PRC MARKET 2000 PRC MARKET1989 PRC MARKET
SIZE, SHARE, AND SALES SIZE, SHARE, AND SALESSIZE, SHARE, AND SALES





JV USPROD20% LOCAL42 60%100% UASAM 70 74% UASAM7 66%
LOCAL LOCAL14%
TAM= 94TAM 70TAM=50 BECKMANSALESBECKMANSALES
IN USSMILLIONSIN USSMILLIONS IN USSMILLIONS
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TABLE 16
BECKMAN CHINA OFFICES LOCATION












To support the business, the organization of
Beckman China JV is suggested as TABLE 9, with the
following board composition.
(1) Board of Directors of Beckman China JV-
The board should have five people, four from
Beckman Instruments and one from the Chinese
partner. Beckman nominees include one from
corporate office, one from Asia regional office,
and two from Beckman China operation (general
manager, and the factory general manager).
(2) Board of Directors of Centrifuge Manufacturing JV-
The board should have nine people, five from
Beckman and four from China. Beckman norminee
include the same four people from the Board of
Beckman China JV, plus one nominee from the
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manufacturing division of Beckman Instruments.
The Beckman China JV should divide its China
operation geographically into two regions, north and
south, with Yangtze River as the boundary. The head
office will be in Beijing, Southern China offices in
Shanghai and Hong Kong, and manufacturing office in
Changsha, Hunan province.
Marketing and Sales Plan
The objective is to maximize Beckman sales in
the life science market by distributing all Beckman
products, improving sales and support, hiring and
training local employees, staying close to customers and
gaining access to the local currency market.
The sales territories will be split into two
regions, North and South. Beijing will cover the
northern China, and Shanghai will cover the southern
part. Hong Kong will be part of Southern China, and
covers Hong Kong and Guangdong province. Expatriate
sales managers from Hong Kong will be relocated and lead
the two sales team. Demonstration laboratories and
application laboratories will be set up either directly
in the sales offices or in collaboration with end users.
Supply shops selling consumables will also be established
in the two regions. The sales team will be representing
the full range of Beckman products, selling products from
America in hard currency through the Foreign Trade
Corporation, and selling JV manufactured products,
demonstration equipments, and consumables in local
currency directly. Sales Teams will be organized into
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three group - imported instruments, iv manufactured
products, and consumables.
Young science graduates speaking English will be
ideal sale staffs candidates. Influencial scientists
will be contracted as part time consultants to provide
connection, leads and referals. Import substitution
status and preferential treatment will be sought from the
Chinese Government because of JV manufacturing status.
Service and Support Plan
The objective is to provide good quality and
competent service and support to our customers, at a
profit to the company. We shall sell service contracts,
hire and train local employees.
The service territories are organized as
sales-territories, divided into north and south regions,
with offices in Beijing, Shanghai, and Hong Kong. Bonded
warehouse, computers, and terminals will be installed in
these offices to ensure efficient distribution and
service. Additional technical centres and contracted
service will be established in other cities to increase
response time. Service responsibilities of centrifuge
will be shared with centrifuge manufacturing JV.
Expatriate service managers will be relocated from Hong
Kong to. lead these service teams. Young graduates with
good English will be hired to be trained as service
engineers. Local currency will be collected for all
service labors, parts, and contracts, and utilized for
all travelling expenses etc.
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Manufacturing Plan
The objective is to dominate the PRC centrifuges
market and strengthen the leadership position in Asia
through operating a successful centrifuge manufacturing
JV in China. The key strategies are to select the right
product, maintain management control, upgrade the
production technology, and balancing the hard currency.
The JV has to start slowly, by selecting the
right product to produce. The product shall be judged by
having sufficient local market demand, and inhouse
capability to manufacture it competitively. It is
recommended to start with a single product, possibly low
speed large volume centrifuges, as it has a large market
demand, and is comparatively easy to manufacture.
Investment has to be done in phases based on the
future requirements but decided only if business volume
grows. Beckman has to manage the factory by Beckman
standard. Efficiency and quality have to be emphasized
and related to employee promotion and compensation. The
management will have full authority in hiring, firing,
rewarding and evaluating. Beckman has to transfer the
necessary technology and maintain controls.
Balance of hard currency is the critical issue.
Supports from the central, provincial and city
government, import substitution status, World Bank Loan
tender success, agency commission from Beckman
Instruments Inc., rotor exports, local sourcing, and
other export opportunities will be the key elements for
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the success of JV.
Staffing and Training Plan
The objective is to achieve manpower (management
and labor) efficiency in the JV by having the appropriate
recruitment, compensation, promotion, termination, and
training policies.
The JV shall have the right and support to
recruit openly. The recruiting process will consist of
job description, application, screening tests, interviews
and reference check. After the suitable candidate has
been found, a probationary period will be specified to
allow both parties to evaluate each other in the actual
operating environment.
The compensation system has to be based on
responsibility and accountability. JV must have the
authority and support to set the compensation policy.
Different jobs shall have a different salary scale. The
JV shall pay a decent basic salary, allowance, and have a
motivating incentive bonus based on measurable criteria
such as performance, and profitability etc. The JV shall
have a clear promotion policy based on qualification,
experience, performance, and other skills. Each
promotion will be linked to increase responsibility and
pay rise.
A clear penalty system and a discipline
procedure shall be applicable to every employee in the
JV. The penalty system varies from reduction of bonus to
dismissal. The JV shall have the right to dismiss an
employee if he is found
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- To be not qualified during the probationary period.
- To be unable to work continuously after a designated
medical care period because of sickness or non
job-related injury.
- To be redundant as a result of changes in organization
or technical conditions.
- In case the JV is dissolved or terminated.
JV shall emphasis heavily on training to upgrade
the employees and manage the organization in Beckman ways
and culture. The content of training can be related to
new employee orientation, technical skills, supervisory
skills, management development, and language skills,
etc. Their costs shall be budgeted, and the JV can
implement a contractual bond on those employees receiving
special training.
Implementation Schedule
This report will conclude by proposing an




PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE FOR ESTABLISHING
BECKMAN JV
DateCourse of Actions
March 89Appoint a project team to develop a plan
for Beckman China JV.
August 89Have the plan approved by senior
management.
September 89Have the plan approved by Beckman
Instruments Board of Directors.
October 89Appoint a China JV manager to coordinate
the manufacturing, legal, and financial
expertise of the head office for JV
preparation and negotiation.
November 89Form the negotiation team for China JV
project.
February 89China JV manager and negotiation team
complete a detailed feasibility study on
JV.
March- JuneExchange the feasibility study with
9Chinese side and start negotiation.




Prepare the contract of JV.
October 90
November 90Sian the contract of JV.
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